
HIGH CAPACITY
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Across Europe and America, Hydronic Heating Is the
Proven Standard for Comfort and Economy.
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.Hydronic heating doesn't dry
out the inside air like forced
air systems.

.Gentle convection warms the
full length of cold walls and
windows.

.Rooms are easily zoned for
individual control, resulting
in lower fuel bills.

.A dedicated heating system
has none of the compromises
of a combined heating/

cooling system.
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SENIOR hydronic baseboard radiation offers all these advantages with high capacity output and Sterling's

proven reliability, performance, and distinctive beauty.

Sterling SENIOR baseboard radiation is the big brother
of our famous KOM-PAK baseboard, sharing the same
beautiful enclosure design and convenient installation.
The design offers the decorating flexibility homeowners
prefer. Smooth, radius-formed end covers merge and
match with the unit's sleek flowing lines. Enclosures
are prepainted in baked enamel Classic White or
Designer Beige finishes to complement any decor.

Unusually low in height for a baseboard with such
high heating capacity, SENIOR is ideally suited for
installation in residential homes, apartments, and
light commercial buildings. SENIOR's high capacity
design is perfect for rooms with high heat loss but
little available wall space, such as bathrooms, sun
porches, and kitchens. (For a totally integrated hydronic
heating system, also use Sterling KOM-PAK in living areas
where average heat losses occur.) Sterling SENIOR base-
board radiation provides extra comfort with the quality
you expect from Sterling.
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~ Approved Ratings

The chart below shows water ratings plus 15% for heating effect.
Ratings are based on finned length. Finned length is 4" shorter than
element length. The use of ratings at 4 G.P.M. is limited to installations
(usually loop) where the flow rate is 4 G.P.M. or greater. When the flow
rate is not known the standard flow rate of 1 G.P.M. must be used.

The open-box-fin design of the Sterling Senior %" and 1 " elements

make them much more efficient than conventional elements, thus
effecting a corresponding economy in the amount of radiation
required for the job. All Senior elements are unpainted. SENIOR is also available in beige.

Details and Dimensions

If the calculated water flow rate through a baseboard unit
in a completely designed hot water heating system is
greater than the standard flow rate (500 lb/hr), the rating
of that unit may be increased by multiplying the standard
water rating at 500 lb/hr by the factor shown for the
calculated flow rate.
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